
Small Scale Stainless Steel Edible Oil Bottling
Filling Machine Customized Volume
Specifications :

Price Contact Us

Brand Name Hanyi

Place of Origin Shanghai, China

Min.Order Quantity 1 set

Payment Terms T/T

Delivery Detail 5 days - 20 days

Packaging Details Standard export wooden case or carton box

Detail Introduction :
Description
Automatic Oil filling machine is the newest small-scale packing equipment which our company
develop out. It can be used for filling and capping various liquid and emplastic liquid, and it has
advanced quantitative filling technical, composed with electricty intelligentize controller and program
controller into one body, so that it is a new product with motor, electric in one.
High precision flowmeter and micro electricty numberical control meter fall together as the
measurement system and results in a very high precision in filling. 
Also it can be adopted step-less governing in filling volume, very intuitionistic and easy operation.
The distance and hight of each filler head can be adjusted of scope to fit for different size of
container. 
Highly automatic conveyer belt automatic controlled by the program controller working in linear in
different produce speed. Main body are made of quality stainless steel, so that it is sanitation and
durable steady-going for long-time working. Infrared auto-induction capping machine increase speed
of packing. 
With realiable performance, high in quality ang reasonable in price, it becomes the most ideal filling
equipment in lipin, petroleum, chemical etc.
Application
Widely used in quantitative filling various of liquid and emplastic liquid, such as edible oil, lube, etc.
Main Features
With touch screen or digital screen, adjust filling quantity directly.
With PLC program controller, frequency conversion adjust linear filling speed.
With High precision flowmeter, credible and precision in quantitative filling.
With mechanise sealing, vacuum suck to prevent dripping.
Highly active filling in double velocity of flow from speediness to slow.
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Specification
Model HY-4A HY-6A HY-8A HY-10A HY-12A
Suitable bottle 250ml/3000ml/20000ml
Power AC/220V     AC/380V
Dimension 1500*950*1800 1900*950*1800 2300*950*1800 2700*950*1800 3200*950*1800
Weight 700 750 800 900 1000
 
Shanghai Hanyi Engineering Equipment Company is one of the most experienced suppliers of filling
machines and solutions in China.
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